
NM TWS Board Meeting Notes for 7/9/2014 

Meeting Attendees: Jimmy Cain, Dan Collins, Brian Hanson, Quentin Hays, Kristin 

Madden, Bob Osborn, Ginny Seamster, Krysten Zummo 

1. JAM 

a. Workshops 

 Wildlife rehab 

 Piscicide training* 

 Wildlife restraint* 

 LE workshop* 

 Bird banding/mist netting 

 Mammal and herp trapping 

 Raptor banding/fitting backpacks 

 Using R or MARK*  

 Using R or Mark – this would be Kristin’s top choice; several board members 

agreed that this type of workshop would be well attended. Of the others, piscicide 

training and wildlife restraint are likely to be the most useful to the most people. 

 Often not get lots of wardens attending the conference. If had LE stuff might get 

better attendance from LE department at NMDGF. 

 What would LE workshop look like? Officers have taken a waterfowl ID course – 

they’re interested in stuff like that. Few ideas from Jim Comins in LED at NMDGF: 

social media and issues related to its use in investigations or dealing with violence 

along the Mexican border. Ginny thought about a GIS workshop – specifically 

application of smart phone apps and on-line mapping technology.  

 How many workshops typically offered? Usually have piscicide training; usually 

have about 4, give or take. 

 Can have as many as we want or have space to have – offer 3 or 4. 

 Include another fish workshop? May not be our responsibility to do that? Just 

provide the AFS with the space. 

 Bird banding harder to do; same with mammal and herp training. 

 Pursue LE workshop; wildlife restraint; R or MARK- find someone who would do 

the workshop; Bill Gould – Jimmy talk with him about that- specifically using 

MARK? Or Ginny talk to David Daniels for R?  

 Jimmy knows someone with AZGF who might be able to do the wildlife restraint 

workshop; Kristin touch base with Kerry Mower at NMDGF to see if he could do it. 

 

b. Field Trips 

 Quail study-Krysten Zummo 

 WSMR 



 Specific animal research for NMDG&F i.e. 

 Fish Management at Burn Lake, Las Cruces 

 Fish Management at Elephant Butte Reservoir 

 Silvery Minnow Mgmt (site at NMSU still active?) 

 Bighorn sheep Mgmt (San Andres NWR, or Red Rocks facility) 

 Mexican Wolf Reintroduction (Sevilletta NWR or Albuq Zoo) 

 Animal Research at Sevilleta NWR, UNM 

 Graduate student research (must be some?) 

 Mgmt at Ladder Ranch or Armendaris Ranch (Ted Turner) 

Visit Audubon, USFWS river restoration site above Leasburg (20 miles north 

Las Cruces) 

 Visit Lincoln National Forest, Alamogordo (How do they manage habitat?)  

 Restoration at Mesilla Valley Bosque State Park (south Las Cruces) 

 

 Thought about doing workshops for the last JAM - didn’t pan out and haven’t had 
any at recent JAMs. 

 If we can come up with good ones- these can be a good way to bring people in. 

 Do we do the field trips on Thursday? Or Saturday afternoon? They typically start 

at the end of regular sessions: noon on Saturday. Workshops are at the beginning; 

field trips are at the end. 

 Vote on a few we think are worth pursuing? Vote like we are planning to do for 

plenary topics- send top 3 choices to Jimmy. 

 

c. Plenary Topics 

 New Technologies for Wildlife and Fish Population Assessments 

 What is the role of Universities in Wildlife and Fish Management? 

 How do Tribes Manage Wildlife and Fish Habitat? 

 How are Regulations Set for Game and Fish Management? 

 How does Predation Function In Wildlife and Fish Populations? 

 Predator/prey interactions and social issues such as lion/bighorn, coyotes, 

lions, and Mexican wolves 

 How Can the Wildlife Society Contribute to Management? 

 How do you Manage Ecosystems? 

 Species Ranges 

1. Impact of drought: range expansion and contraction, are ranges 

shifting from continuous distribution of species to discontinuous 

2. Adaptation and landscape genetics of species on their range edges 

(leading and following) versus core 

3. How do biologists even determine a species range 



4. Why a range map has big implications for management, whether it's 

T&E work or it's black bear management 

 New one added by Jon Hanna: Panel on enforcement of federal and state 

rules and regulations as they pertain to wildlife management (e.g., jumping 

mouse and cattle; Otero Mesa issues; issues in Arizona too) 

 Send top 3 choices via email to Jimmy – rank them- 1 = favorite topic. 

 Jimmy will tally up scores and go from there – need to start getting speakers lined 

up, etc. 

 

2. Update on bylaws revisions – Bob 

 In next few weeks, Bob will have something to send out to the board for their 

approval. 

 There was an issue the last time we tried to update the bylaws- national kicked it 

back to the chapter/didn’t approve the changes. 
 National had problems with how it was presented to the membership- we 

presented revisions as one group…National wanted to see it broken down point by 
point. 

 Did we have enough votes from membership? National doesn’t care about this; 

how we vote and how many votes we get/minimum number of votes is up to the 

chapter to evaluate/decide. 

 Assume that at least the board members will respond/vote. 

 One bylaw change is for electronic voting- need to do it old-fashioned way. Send 

stamped post card out? Actually National already agreed with electronic voting- 

may not need to put that up to a vote.  

 Bob will look at paperwork and notes he has and will let us know if there are 

questions before he sends the revisions out to the board. 

 

3. Increase contribution to student paper/poster awards to $350 

 Students have to submit longer abstract and compete more directly with the new 

format for the student oral presentation award – Jennifer Frey wanted to increase 

the size of the award – she recommended that AZ and NM both contribute $350 to 

the pool. 

 We gave ~$100 previously ($50 for each award – one poster and one oral 

presentation). If we increase the total contribution per chapter to $350- then do 

$100 for poster winners and divvy up $600 between top two students for the 

presentation awards. For example, first place could get $400; runner up could get 

the remaining $200. There will be 3 students from AZ; 3 from NM- judges pick top 

one each state; one of them get first place award; other one is runner up/second 

place. 



 What did we do for scholarships? Based on the scholarship application from 2013- 

we did a total of $1000; $750 for one and $250 for the other. The rest of the 

conversation was based on the assumption that the total had been less - e.g. $500 

or $750 total. 

 If we raise the amount for awards for papers and posters- do we want to do the 

same for scholarships? 

 Jimmy wouldn’t be opposed to upping the limit- issue is can we afford it? Increase 

scholarship to $1000 (see above bullet- this is what the total chapter contribution to 

scholarships already is) and award contribution to $350. Question for Dan- can we 

afford that even in years when we are not hosting the JAM? Made most of the 

money back in 2013; no net gain or loss when not host (2014). Not see it being a 

problem- even in years when not host the meeting (but Dan will send out actual 

numbers to confirm this). 

 As long as AZ puts in their amount, then Kristin OK with it. 

 

4. Update on awards nomination process – Quentin 

 Quentin- did some work on it - will get something out to the board in the next few 

weeks. 

 Main issue is just getting enough nominations- if we make it less onerous maybe 

get more nominations for the awards? 

 

5. Albuquerque Wildlife Federation's 100th anniversary event on July 19th 

 Having big event in Albuquerque – July 19th - sent us an invitation; event is at the 

Valle del Oro wildlife refuge (Bob forwarded the email/invitation to the Board). 

 Offered a table if we are interested in it and available to man it. 

 Quentin and Jimmy are in the field; Brian and Kristin leave for meeting the 20th; 

Bob already has a commitment on the 19th. 

 The refuge is in the south valley – south of Rio Bravo - just before the airport. 

 Event starts at 3PM – goes until sunset. 6PM have keynote speaker- then live 

music until sunset. 

 May be setting up pop-ups for individual tables – there isn’t a permanent facility at 
the refuge- no building to hold it in. 

 Is this the NM Wildlife Federation? Is this an Albuquerque branch? They are 

affiliated with NM and National Wildlife Federation. 

 They do habitat restoration projects throughout New Mexico. Not sure they know 

much about the wildlife society. Not sure how much turn out we will get. 

 More beneficial to engage state chapter than local chapter? Actually this is the only 

chapter in NM- they deal with state issues.   



 Is it worth going to? Jennifer is the refuge manager- Dan will talk to her about it 

and report back to the board. He can ask her what the turnout has been for the 

refuge lately and if she has a sense for what the attendance is likely to be like. 

 Ginny can do tabling if we decide we want to have representation at the event. 

 

6. Newsletter—August 

 Get material to Ryan for the August Newsletter. 

 Kristin- ask new NMDGF director (Alexa) if she can write something. 

 

7. Other business  

 There is going to be a training at National TWS designed for TWS subunit officers 

– who is going to be at National and do we want someone to take this training? 

Ginny’s happy to do it if no-one else who is going is available/interested. 

 Krysten is going to be at the conference but might be involved with another 

workshop. Krysten will take a look at the page for the conservation affairs training 

and see if she has a scheduling conflict. 

 Jimmy is planning on going but hasn’t gotten travel approval yet from the USGS. 
 Kristin, Bob and Dan won’t be there. 

 

Action Items: 

 All: Email top 3 choices for plenary topics and field trips to Jimmy by the end of 

next week (July 18th). 

 All: Vote on amount to give for scholarships and student awards. 

 Brian: Contact Nancy Riley about electronic copies of old newsletters to be added 

to archive Kathy Granillo is compiling. 

 Bob: Talk to Dan and others in LED at NMDGF about LE workshop ideas – identify 

which workshop ideas are most valuable to them.  

 Bob: Gather up and send out bylaw revisions to the board for voting/approval. 

 Dan: Ask Jennifer (refuge manager) about the Valle del Oro – what kind of turn out 

can be expected at the event on July 19th – done; Ginny has decided not to go 

since the turn out is not expected to be very high. 

 Dan: Put numbers together July 10th and send to the board to help in deciding on 

whether we want to increase the total amount given for scholarships and student 

awards – sent some information to Jimmy. 

 Ginny: Email David Daniels to see if he is willing to teach a workshop in R – he is 

interested. We discussed preliminary ideas for format and he has a list of 

questions for Jimmy/the board. 

 Ginny: Put together a list of ideas on LE workshops and send to Bob so he can 

show them to Dan Williams and others in LED – sent preliminary list. 



 Jimmy: Talk to AFS about Piscicide training – do they want to do that training this 

year and/or do they want another fish-focused workshop?  

 Jimmy: Ask Bill Gould about doing a MARK workshop if David Daniels is not 

available and contact in AZ about doing wildlife restraint course if Kerry is not 

available. 

 Kristin: Asked Kerry Mower whether he’d be available to do a wildlife restraint 

course – he is available and will do the course. 

 Kristin: Ask Alexa whether she could contribute something to the August 

newsletter – she has agreed to write something (100-500 words). 

 Krysten: See whether she has a conflict with the Conservation Affairs 

training/would be able to take it at National TWS. 

 Quentin: Send out ideas on a revised nomination process to the board in late 

July/early August. 

 


